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What Audiences are Saying
(Partial listing)

"A Winner!"
The event was one of the best I have attended in my 17 years of health
care. It really was.
~ Charles Waltos, M.D.,
Physician
“A Defining Experience!”
Listening to Karen is like entering a magical kingdom. The kingdom under
the power suit, under the intellect, under the mind games. As I move
through the second half of my life, I now own my ever-expanding
awareness of my eternal nature and ageless worth. Karen Sands is an
absolute must!”
~ Elsie Maio,
Founder of Humanity, Inc./The SoulBrandingSM Institute
"Our Baba Yaga has a lot to teach us!"
I love the way Karen shares her multiple visions to emerge from a
provocative mind. I love the way she surprises me with the message that
her 50s were a long time ago. I appreciate the idea that 20-year-olds
should not be excluded and neither should 90-year-olds. Karen, our Baba
Yaga to Ageless Aging has a lot to teach us.
~ Katrina Plumb
Theatrealba.com, Edinborough
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“Worth Its Weight in Gold!”
I attended a professional development seminar presented by Karen Sands.
Her thoughtful preparation allowed her to immediately connect with her
audience. Her exercises and role-plays identified areas for improvement.
This program was relevant, engaging and worth its weight in gold. In short,
I was inspired by this session, which ended all too quickly.
~ Vaughn P. Benjamin,
Former VP, MCA
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